Simi Sculpture Mat Holiday Sleigh
Uses approximately ounces of Simi Isomalt.
Melt Simi Isomalt in microwave until liquid. CAUTION Isomalt will be extremely hot. Wear gloves to
protect your hands. Fill each cavity of Simi Sleigh mold, using toothpicks to help spread into the fine
details. Allow to dry completely (15-20 minutes) at room temperature.

Torch away bubbles and/or rough edges on the surface of piece after unmolded.
Use blowtorch to attach bottom to one side of the sleigh by laying down first side piece and attaching
bottom straight up, allowing to cool in that position to ensure evenness. Repeat process with back, then
with seat, attaching seat slightly less than half way up the back piece.

Use torch to attach second side piece on top of the entire assembled pieces.
Allow to cool completely before standing up. Paint, embellish, and decorate as desired. Seal with an
edible clear glaze spray to keep it clear and beautiful.

If using mold with gumpaste, fondant, or modeling chocolate, roll out paste until thinner than the mold
cavity, lay sheet over mold and roll over again with rolling pin carefully. Run fingers over edges of mold
until smooth. Freeze the mold with the paste for 10 minutes. Unmold and allow pieces to dry completely
before using chocolate or royal icing to attach together.
Made in the USA
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Simi Sculpture Mat Royal Carriage
Uses approximately 6 ounces of Simi Isomalt.
Melt ½ lb. Simi Isomalt in microwave until liquid. CAUTION Isomalt will be extremely hot. Wear
gloves to protect your hands. Fill each cavity of Simi Carriage mold, except bottom/top piece, using
toothpicks to help spread into the fine details. Allow to dry completely (15-20 minutes) at room
temperature. Wheels may be poured around swirl (left) or over swirl (right).

Torch away bubbles and/or rough edges on the surface of piece after unmolded.

Pour bottom/top piece after other pieces are unmolded. Wait 5-10 minutes until piece is solid, but soft
enough to bend. Bend to curve of bottom section of carriage, allow to cool on its side.
Repeat process for top piece (roof) and bend to carriage shape opposite the first.

Use blowtorch to attach top and bottom piece flat against one side of carriage. Attach other side of carriage
on top using torch. Use torch to attach wheels to bottom of carriage. Wheels may line up with bottom, or
hang over bottom edge slightly to boost carriage up (pictured). Allow to cool completely before standing.
Seal with an edible clear glaze spray to keep clear and beautiful.

If using mold with gumpaste, fondant, or modeling chocolate, roll out paste until thinner than the mold
cavity, lay sheet over mold and roll over again with rolling pin carefully. Run fingers over edges of mold
until smooth. Freeze for 10 minutes. Unmold and allow pieces to dry completely before using chocolate or
royal icing to attach together.
Made in the USA
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